Hello Haymaker families!
PLEASE FILL OUT THE COVID WAIVER THAT HAS BEEN EMAILED TO YOU. IF YOU HAVE NO
DONE SO. THANKS
With the pool opening this weekend we wanted to share the guidelines we will be following to have a
safe and healthy summer. We will update guidelines based on recommendations of the Allegheny County
health Department and CDC. These are unprecedented times and we are counting on our members to
work together to make this another great season at Haymaker. Aside from the attached guidelines there
are many steps that we take to ensure that haymaker is a safe environment for your family including1. Maintain pool chemistry and chlorine levels per guidelines.
2. Pool water is tested weekly by an independent laboratory to ensure safety.
3. Lifeguards check chlorine levels a minimum of every 2 hours.
4. Haymaker’s certified pool operator checks pool chemistry daily.
5. New cleaning stations available for adult members to clean chairs and any surfaces touched by
members of their group. As well as additional hand sanitizer in various areas of the pool, we encourage
all members to use it frequently.
6. Increased cleaning of high touch surfaces (ladders, handrails, bathroom surfaces) by the guards. And
deep cleaning of the rest rooms and surfaces after closing each night.

We are asking that members maintain social distancing. Pool hours are 12pm-7pm, please consider
coming at less crowded times if you are able. While Haymaker is a private pool and does not normally get
overly crowded, with the current situation if the board feels that there are too many members to safely
socially distance we will have to limit the number of members on pool grounds. Please consider spreading
out to less crowded areas if you are able and limiting hours at the pool during busy hours on crowded
days. Board members will be available at the pool daily for the first 2 weeks to assess how the guidelines
are working and we will make changes as needed. Please be patient and understanding as we navigate
the new world we’re living in right now.

Please Read Our Attached Guidelines!
Thank you,
Haymaker Board

